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SU i1M"RY 
In 198(' the cape Education Department launched a Gif ted and 
Talented programme in some schools which was intended to enrich 
the educational experience of the more able pupils. Numerous 
studies have shown these pupils to have a higher level of career 
maturity than non-gif ted pupils, but the studie s have also shown 
that these pupilS face unique career- development problems. Gifted 
and Talented pupils constitute an important source of manpower and 
their potential contribution to the total society is great. Con-
sequently they are i n need of effective career guidance to help 
them overcome their unique problems and realize their potential. 
This study set out to discover if the career maturity of a group 
of Standard 9 Gifted and Talented pupilS , identified according to 
the original Cape Education Department cr iteria, is indeed higher 
than that of their peers and to make recommendations for facili-
tating career education among the se pupilS . contrary to expecta-
tions the Gifted and Talented pupilS did not show significantly 
higher levels of career maturi ty than their peers, as measured on 
the Att i tude Scale of Crites ' Career Maturity Inven tory . Compared 
with the American norms , the scores obtained by the research popu-
lation were unfavourable . The validity of the I . Q. scores used 
and the criteria for identification of Gifted and Talented pupils 
are seen as questionable which could have led t o an inaccurate 
grouping of the pupilS as Gifted and Talented or non- gifted. Re-
commendations are made for a basic career education programme for 
all pupi lS which would include periods of active work experience. 
Recommenda tions for addi t i onal career educa tion for those curren tly 
classified as Gifted and Talented pupils are also made, so as to 
allow these pupilS additional time for self- development , decision-
making and dealing with their unique life si tuat ion. 
1 
I NTRODUCTION 
In la te 1980 the cape Educa tion Departmen t launched a pilot pro-
gramme in some of its school s i n which certain pupils are identi-
fied according to a specified defini tion as "Gifted and Talented . " 
These pupilS participate i n a programme of acti vi ties designed to 
challenge and stimulate them, the aims of which are outlined by 
Neethling (P . 6) : 
"1. Om op elke vlak en in elke skool die begaafde kind te 
identifiseer. 
2 . Om die kurrikul~re ervaring van die kind te verry k . 
3 . Om voorsiening te maak vir verryking op 'n buitekurriku-
l~re vlak . 
4. Om leergeleenthede te struktureer om in die behoefte 
van die kind te voorsien in samehang met die verwag-
tinge wat daar vir sodanige kind gekoes ter word . 
5 . Om verryking as die fundamentele kenmer k in al die 
programme te stel en nie slegs as 'n enkele dimensie 
van 'n be trokke program nie . 
6 . Om die begaafde kind te lei om sy akademiese en maat-
skaplike verantwoordelikheid te aanvaar . 
7 . Om die begaafde kind te help om 'n realis tiese en ge-
sonde selfbeeld te ontwikkel en sodoende tot 'n besef 
van sy sterk hoedanighede sowel as van sy gebreke te 
kom . 
? 
8 . Om die begaafde kind te help ontwikkel i n 'n lntelle v-
tuee l en skeppendproduktiewe mens . 
9 . Om by die begaafde kind 'n besef te laat ontwikkel om 
sy potens iaal ten volle positief te gebrui k . 
10 . Om gedurende s y ontwikkeling as individu ook verant-
woordelikheid te ontwikkel teenoor homself en sy ge-
meenskap ." 
In practice pupilS are identified as Gifted and Talented largely on 
the basis of their intelligence , and it has been found by a number 
of authors that intelligence is a factor in the prediction of career 
maturity but that i n tellectual brilliance alone is not always a 
measure of career maturity . It has also been shown that Gifted and 
Talented pupilS have a higher level of career maturity than do non-
gifted pupilS . The cape Education Department programme has relied 
heavily on intelligence as a criteria for the defini tion of Gifted 
and Talented pupilS and this may lead to the group not having a 
higher level of career maturity than the non- gifted pupilS . Con-
sequently it is important to discover how the career maturity of 
pupils identified as Gifted and Talented according to the cape Edu-
cation Department ' s criteria compares with that of non- gifted pupils . 
hlthough Gifted and Talented pupil S are generally more career mature 
they have been found to face unique career development problems which 
requires specialised career guidance programmes . It is , therefore , 
likely that some aspects of their career maturi t y are relatively 
low, which will add to their unique career guidance needs. If 
these aspects can be identified , a career guidance programme can be 
establi.shed which is aimed specifically at arnellorating these 'A'ea "-
nesses , and which deals with the specif i c need s o f the Gifted and 
J 
Talen ted . Therefore .l t i.s dlSO necessary to d :i c; cover how to fa-
cilltate the career matur i ty of Gifted and Talented pupil S so that 
thei.r potential may be realized . 
This study will compare the career maturity of a group of Gi fted 
and Talented pupils and a group of non-gifted pupils and wil l at-
tempt to discover how the career maturity of these Gifted and 
Talented pupils can be fac ilitated . By so doing empirical e v i -
dence will be collected to contribute to the understanding and en-
hancement of these pupilS ' career development . 
In Chapter 1 the Gifted an d Talented programme will be discussed ; 
its motivation wi ll be outlined; and the criteria used for de-
fining children as Gifted and Talented will be explained. The 
chapter will also consider the concept of career Guidance and how 
i t exists in South Africa. The need of a specific career guidance 
programme for Gifted and Talented pupils wi ll then be outl i ned. In 
Chapter 2 a review of the relevant literat ure on , and research i nto, 
career ma t urity as well as career education of the Gifted and Talent-
ed will be presented . This will cover local and international work 
i n an attempt to establish a basis from wh ich to proceed . 
In Chapter 3 the hypo theses will be presented and a brief rationale 
for each will be gIven . The research design will be out lined and 
the tes t wh ich is to be used wi 11 be des cr ibed . The identification 
and selection of the subjects as well as the re search procedure wi ll 
also be discussed . 
Chapter 4 will concern the interpretation and analysis of the data 
collected and the hypotheses will be tested by s tatistica l technique~ . 
In Chapter 5 conclusions will be drawn from these results and 
recommendations for the ca reer educa t ion of the Gifted and 'ral ~nt~d 
will be made in th e light of these conclusions . 
1 • (a) 
CHAPTER ONE 
GENERAL ORIENTATION 
The Gifted and Talented programme and its Motivation 
" It has become increasingly apparent that a bright 
mind will not automatically make its own way in the 
world and that intellectual and creative talen ts 
cannot survive educational neglect and apathy ." 
(U. S. Commissioner of Education ; 1972 , p . l) . 
According to Neethling (1981 , P.2) a surprisingly large 
percentage of gifted children lose in t erest , mot i vat ion 
and direction without effective stimula t ion and enrich-
ment in the school situation . These ch ildren become 
underachievers and drop- outs , some of whom also manifest 
behaviour problems. 
In the past much has been spent on the education of hand i -
capped and disadvantaged children and it is often con-
vinc ingly argued that available funds ought to be spent 
in this area before they are spen t on elite education . 
However an obvious point made by Hutchinson (1976 , p . 12) , 
Hoyt and Hebeler (1974, p.52) and others is that Gifted 
and Talented pupilS are likely to make a far more valu-
able contribution to the good of the community in the 
future than are the disadvantaged pupilS . Fredrickson 
(198 0 , p . 224) points out that although the argument of 
limited resources and staff being devoted to those who 
really need them , may be valid: 
6 
"there is probably no better place to inve s t time 
and energ; with a greater rate of return , than wi th 
g i fted and talen ted individuals. " 
However it seems that the very fact that these children 
are able militates against them as they generally learn 
easily and do well in school , causing little trouble. 
They are not seen as constituting a pressing problem 
but, according to Vernon (1977 , p . l): 
"many of them do have difficulties and conventional 
schooling may turn them into poor learners and waste 
their talents ." 
Khatena (1976 , P . 76) notes that the overwhelming advances 
in so many facets of our lives over the past fifty years 
have been made possible by people who are exceptionally 
gif t ed and talented - people who comprise our richest 
natural resource . He goes on to say : 
"We have also become convinced through observation 
and research that we can not only tell wi t h reason-
able expectancy of accuracy who among us have the 
potential of becoming contributors to progress but 
also that we can to a large extent arrange circum-
stances in our environment to help realize this 
more fully and speedily ." (p . 76) 
The argumen t for special programmes for t he Gifted and 
Talented it succinctly summed up by Hutchinson and Young 
(1967 , p . 12 - 14) : 
'i 
"If the amount of investment in education i s in-
adequate to fulfil t he purpose of education we can-
not redress the inadequacy . But if our investment 
in education is adequate to fulfil the purpose of 
education we get a long- term return on our money 
that is second to no other investment . For we are 
investing in the lives of men and women. ... The 
money we spend on weapons will ensure our physical 
survival , but the money we spend on education will 
determine the kind of society in which we shall sur-
vi ve . " 
(b) Defining the Concept of GIFTED AND TALENTED 
Internationally the identification and definition of gift-
edness is not generally agreed upon . On the one hand , 
according to Khatena (1976, p . 76) , we have the problem 
of deciding what qualities of human beings can be ca t e -
gorized as gifted and on the other hand we have the prob-
lem of decid i ng the extent to wh ich they are measurable . 
Neethling (1981, p . 142) and Fredr ickson ( 1982 , p . 224 ) 
both feel that the best definition of giftedness is that 
provided by the U. S. Commissioner of Education (1972 , 
p . 10) : 
"Gifted and Talen ted children are those identified 
by professionally qualified persons who by virtue 
of outstanding activities are capable of high per-
formance. These are children who require differen-
tial education programmes and/or s ervices bey ond 
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t ho se normal l~' provided by the regular sch ool pro-
gram in order to realize their contribu t ion to 
self and society . " 
Khatena (1976) report s that prior to 19 50 attempts a t 
i denti fication had used intelligence and its corre l a t e s 
in achievement - specifically school achievements - a s 
a theoretical base . However the characteristics of the 
gifted child are now internationally seen as including 
the component of creativity : 
"To the earlier concepts of gifted people could now 
be added elements of behaviour that were creat i ve, 
spontaneous and non- conforming , that involved a 
more sensitive apprehension and interaction with 
the external envi ronment , that identified more in-
tense emotional involvement and commitment , that 
i nvolved creative leadership and adjustment adept-
ness far above the ordinary (P . 77) ." 
The U. S. Commissioner of Education recognised this aspect 
of giftedness and i ncluded i n the definition of Gifted 
and Talen ted pupi Is the following (rp !(HO : 
"Children capable of high performance include th os e 
with demons trated achievement and/or potential a-
bi lity in any of the following areas , singly or in 
combination. 
1. general intellectual ability 
2 . s pecif i c academic ab i lity 
j . creatLve or productive thinking 
4 . leaders hip ability 
J . visual and performing arts 
6 . psychomotor ability 
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Khatena goes on to describe various standardized te s t s 
which have been designed and u sed to measure the crea-
tivity displayed by an individual , but because the term 
"giftedness " now includes more than general intellectual 
and creative thinking abil i ties , the use of tests has 
been supplemented with less formal measures . It has 
been found that very young gifted children commonly iden-
tify themselves to even a casual observer by teaching 
themselves to read as early as two years old and by 
showing precocious general advancement . 
Teacher nominations is now one of the most widely used 
and recommended ways of identifying potentially gifted 
children but thi s method is as likely , as are group tests 
to fail to identify large numbers of these chi ldren. It 
seems that the most highly gifted children are penalized 
by group test scores - the higher the ability the greater 
the failure of such tests to reveal this ability. While 
supporting the above ~Iartinson (1976, p . l7) who sees 
teacher judgement as the least effective method , says 
that the combination of teacher judgement and older screen-
ing methods increases the accuracy of identification 
markedly . 
In South Africa the matter of iden tifying the Gi fted and 
10 
Talentl"'.! wa r, illv'c;T: ;:j ated by Neethling ( 1'181) when the 
programme "va" Fi r .'3 t 'ntroduced into cape Schools . E·; 
reported .i s foJ lowe, (p. 143) : 
"in die s tadium standard 1 tot standard 10 d i e ver-
standsvermoe en/of die skolastiese prestasie en/of 
die kreativi tei tsvermoe die deurslaggewende faktore 
sal wees ." 
He recommended a sliding scale of 1. 0 . score and scholas-
tic achievement and he suggested that the Guilford or the 
Torrance (197~) model could be used in addition to mea-
sure creativity . The emphasis i n the cape Educat ion De-
partment programme seems to have been on the earlier theo-
retical basis of giftedness - intelligence and scholastic 
achievement - and while it was recommended that creativity 
be measured , this was not a requisite . 
More recently the method of identification has been 
changed (cape Education Department, 1983 , p .1 7 - 18) so 
that class t eachers are required to identify: 
"( a) All pupils whose records show that they have 
characteristically performed at an "A" level 
(80%+) in the past ; 
(b) All pupils currently performing at an "A" 
level (80%+); 
(c) AlI pupils with a total I.O . score of 130 or 
above ; 
(d) Pup i lS whose behavi our i s characteristically 
2. (a) 
1 1 
significantly more capable , compete nt , confi-
dent , creative or posit i vely critical than 
average; 
(e) PupilS who are unusual (idiosyncrat i c) in some 
dramat i c way , or exceptional in some specific 
field (writing , mathemat ics , music , etc . ) 
(f) PupilS who are unusually highly respected by 
their peers for posi ti ve reasons. " 
A pupil should be on or above three on a five poin t scale 
for at least three categories and shou ld be nominated by 
(mr) 
at l east two different teachers . Neethling accepts that 
1\ 
th is is not an infallible or definitive method of identi -
fy ~ng all the gifted pupilS but that i t will i nclude those 
not obviouS ly gifted (p . 18 ) . 
The criteria now used by the Cape Education Department 
seems to be more ~n line wi th i nternational thin king than 
it was in the past. The me thod of teacher rat i ngs as 
well as standardized tests - al beit a group test - will, 
i n theory , identify most of those who could be classified 
as Gifted and Talented i n a school provided it is used 
accurately. 
The Concept of CAREER GUIDANCE 
There are two sets of differences involved in career guid-
ance; on the one hand there are differences found among 
indi vidu als - differences i n physi.ca l characteris tics , 
genera l i ntell igence , special apt i tudes, personality 
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traits and so on . On the other hand there are d ifferen-
ces among the requirements and opportunities of the thou-
s ands of occupations that exist . However career guid-
ance is far more than merely match i ng people with jobs . 
Dovey ( 1982 , p . 4) sees work as an essentially human phe-
nomenon which can ' t be considered wi thout also consider-
ing the issue of human values , t hus it can ' t be turned 
into the technical problem implied above. Weinrach 
(1979, p. xiii) states that work has a major impact on 
other aspects of exis t ence . To some extent it determines 
our socio- economic status , where we live, with whom we so-
cialize, how we spend our leisure time , our hopes and our 
aspirations . Work has become so central to t he daily 
existence of most people that their entire outlook is 
affected by it , as may be their mental health . Problems 
in the workplace often manifest themselves in other as-
pects of living. 
Because work is now a major part of human experience, 
Dovey feels that any approach to career guidance must be-
gin with the subjective criteria of interests and values 
and the i ndividual ' s own i nterpretation of his or her 
life experiences . 
Career guidance concerns i tself with the two sets of dif-
ferences outlined above, and it concerns itself with help-
ing people to make the choices required . Fredrickson 
(1982, p . l) regards it as critical to the indi vidual in 
much the s ame way as does Weinrach above , and crit i cal 
to society , the survival of which depends on the most pro-
ductive and satisfying use of indivi dual talents to me'"t 
13 
the needs of s ociety . 
The mo '; t fi t ting defin i tion of career gu idance , accord-
ing to Crites (1981 , p . 12 ) is that formulated by Super 
(19 51 , p . 92) : 
" .... the process of helping a person develop and 
accept an integrated and adequate picture of him-
self and of his role in the world of work , to test 
this concept against r eality , and to convert it i n-
to a reality , with satisfaction to himself and bene-
fi t to socie ty . " 
(b) Guidance in South Africa 
In this country t he definition and aims of career guidance 
seem t o be spelt out in somewhat greater detail than in 
overseas sources . The H. S . R. C. (1978 , p . ll) states the 
final aim of guidan ce as being to : 
" accompany pupils to a responsible and account-
able choice of education and vocation while taking 
t heir human po ten tial i n to accoun t ." 
The cape Education Department , in the Manual and Scheme 
of Work for School Guidance (1981 , P . 6) outlines how the 
Department sees the need for career guidance and stresses 
the changing world of work . The responsibility of the 
guidance service is towards helping the pupil : 
" obtain i nsight into his own capabilities and 
limitations in relation to career possibilities and 
in evaluating thoroughly the possible implications ." 
14 
In the s ame document Guidance i s de Fi.ned as (p.I): 
" in a broad sens e he lping an individual to 
know himself and to understand and accept hi s ap-
titudes , abilities , interests , attitudes and other 
facets of his personality and his pers onal circum-
stances so he may make full use of them to achieve 
socially acceptable aspirations and possibilities. " 
The 'self- sati sfaction' aspect of Super ' s definition a-
bove seems to be lacking from the South African concept 
of career guidance which emphasises mainly its social 
usefulness . The HSRC Investigation into Education (1981) 
concentrates on manpower provision in the Report of the 
Work Committee : Guida~ce of the de Lange Commission , 
and makes on ly passing mention of reliable career choice 
leading to greater job satisfaction (3 . 2 . 3 , p . 13). 
Even here , satisfaction is seen as being derived from a 
development of po tentia l and as leading to higher pro-
ductivi ty. This emphasis on manpower needs , as opposed 
to individual and social needs together , often leads to 
career guidance becoming information giving and the con-
cern becomes one of provision of information and informa-
tion facilities while the subjective perceptions of the 
pupils , s tressed by Dovey , are neglected. 
Authors such as Laubscher (1977) and Crites (1981) have 
pointed out how such career guidance produces a passive 
information taker with reduced sense of involvement ln 
hi s own l i fe decis ions. Laubscher (p.23) outlines the 
need for the developmen t of knowledge and ski lls wh i ch 
cdn be dPplied by the pupil to all career deci sion he 
mu'; t m.l !'e i n h is life . 
3. THE NEED FOI, ;.. SPECIFIC CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAMME FOR THE 
GIFTED AND TALENTED 
The Gifted and Talented programme is usua lly motivated i n terms of 
prevent i on of manpower wastage (U . S. Commissioner of Education ; 
197£, p . B1 - 94 : Fredrickson ; 1982 , p . 224 : Neethling ; 1981 , p . 159) 
but too often the Gifted and Talented are expected to ' make it on 
their own ' or because of their multipotentiality , to adapt to what-
evel' h-lFpens to t hem. Most authors feel , though , that the Gifted 
and Talented actually need more information and assistance with 
career planning because of the many more options and alternatives 
that they can rea l istically consider . 
While the basic componen ts of a career guidance programme are the 
same for any group , there are some problems which are peculiar to 
the Gifted and Talented and which require special atten tion . 
Rodenstein et al (1977) have identified the following problems . 
(i) Multipotentiality - Typically Gifted and Talented Child-
ren show interest and can succeed i n a wide variety of 
things . Only rarely is any performance so low as to 
sugges t that the individual would be unlikely to succeed 
in either education or a career requiring strong per-
formance in that competen cy . These pupilS tend to per-
form evenly well in all school subjects and are often 
i nvolved in a wide variety of social , athletic , community 
and Sol i tary acti vi ties. Al though some pup i Is show i n-
terest and ability concentrated i n one area , mos~ have 
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dj fficul t :; focu s ing their efforts and aspi.rations s o 
as to lead t o fulfi llment rather than just accompl.ish-
ment (Hoyt and Hebeler ; 1974 , p . 114) 
(ii) Expectations - Recognition of giftedness or talent seems 
(iii) 
to result ln explicit and implicit presumptions by parents, 
teachers, friends and society that great things will be 
accomplished during education and career . They are en-
couraged to aim for high status positions and failure to 
do so is regarded as failure to meet obligations to those 
who provided the opportunities . (Hoyt and Hebeler; 
p . 119) . These expectations tend to limit the kinds of 
career directions the Gifted and Talented can acceptably 
consider and lead to conflict between social pressure and 
their own desires. 
Investment - Most Gifted and Talented pupil s develop their 
talents through extended training and higher education -
essentially society ' s channels to status careers , but also 
because such education can provide the liberal and pro-
fessional base for entry into many occupations they them-
selves would select . This leads to heavy individual com-
mitment of time , money, involvement , dedication and per-
sonal sacrifice in terms of postponement of fu ll adult 
status and responsibilities. (Hoyt and Hebeler , p . 123). 
These commitment s must often be made early and changing 
direction becomes increasing ly difficult . 
1100re (1978 , p . 333) adds that the Gifted and Talented need to have 
more time to intellectualize educational experiences in order to 
make effective decisions. Because of this they are more vulnerable 
to dela~li.ng career planning until universi ty which often lead v to 
a preoccupation wi th education as work (Fredrickson, p . 22G) . The 
perpetual role of student can be a very comfortable means of escape 
for some who have never investigated ot her options in the working 
world. 
Often , too, the gifted pupil is e xpected to be as mature emotionally 
and socially as he is intellectually . While these two areas are 
positively correlated , Fredrickson (p.226) reports that this corre-
lation is not automatic and gifted pupils need support , as well as 
requiring ass istance in gathering career information. 
These problems lead to Gifted and Talented pupils experiencing par-
ticular career guidance needs not e xperienced by non-gifted pupilS. 
In addition , where shared needs exist , it is more important for them 
to be fulfilled for Gifted and Talented pupilS than for other pupil s . 
Hoyt and Hebeler (p.272) feel that the more valuable resources re-
quire the more accurate career planning, and feel that inaccurate 
career decisions are of less consequence in non-gifted pupilS. 
4. (a) The Concept of CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
During the 1950s the focus in career guidance was begin-
nlng to shift towards a broader and more comprehensive 
Vlew of the individual and his occupational development 
over his life span. Occupational choice began to be 
seen as a process of growth and learning and thi s shift 
of emphasis led to career development being seen as but 
one aspect of general human developmen t. l'lore speci. fl -
cally, according to Gysbers and Moore (197"1, p.3H) it 
became to be seen as: 
1 8 
" the interaction of psychological, soc iolog i -
caJ , ~ conomic , phys i ca l and chance factors that 
shape the career or sequence of occupations, jobs 
or pos itions ." 
Thi s view is regarded as more appropriate as it breaks 
the time barrier which previously restricted the notion 
of career choice to a limi t ed area of an individual ' s 
life. Super and Bohn (19 70 , p . 11 5 ) clarify the term i -
nology of distinguishing between : 
"Occupa tion (what one does -) and career (the cours e 
pursued over a period of time.) " 
Development theories propose that the decisions involved 
I n the selection of an occupation are made at a number 
of different points in an individual ' s life and they 
constitute a continuous process from childhood until 
after retirement . The developmen t al model is based on 
a synthesis of several streams of ideas . The recogn ised 
architect of the model , according to Cr ites (1981, p . 118) , 
is Donald E. Super who formulated the first principles of 
the model In the 1940s when he adapted Buehler ' s (1933) 
life stages scheme t o t he ana l ysis of career behaviour . 
He 'c;aw the development of a real is tic self- concept dur ing 
adolescence as particularly important for future career 
deve lopmen t . 
Career development , li ke general development , is v i ewed 
as ab le to be broken down i n to di s cernible stages that 
unfold in a systematic sequence . At each s tage var i ous 
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developmental tasks occur which need to be mastered. 
Havighurs t (19';;3, p . 2) defines a developmental task as: 
"a task which arises at or about a certain period 
in the life of the individual , successful achieve-
ment of which leads to his happiness and success 
with later tasks , while failure leads to unhappi-
ness i n the i ndividual , disapproval by society and 
difficulty with later tasks." 
During adolescence the deve lopr.l'2n tal tasks are generally 
seen as being related to the changing body and to pre-
paration for adult life including the choice of career . 
For Crites (1981, p . 125) career development moves from 
orientation , exploration and readiness for making a 
choice to decision making and reality testing . 
(b) The Concept of CAREER MATURITY 
With the establishment of the theory of career develop-
ment and the acknowledgement that occupational choice 
occurs through a series of distinct but interrelated 
stages , the concept of Vocational or Career Maturity 
developed. The basic assumption underlying this con-
cept is that career behaviour 
"changes systematically in certain ways with In-
creas ing age. " ( Cr i te s ; 1 96 1, p. 25 5 ) 
and it becomes more goal- directed, more realistic and 
more i ndependent. (Super and Overs tree t; 191)0 , p . 31 ) . 
In the late 1950s Super was the director of the "Career 
pattern Study " which was the first attempt to concep-
tuali '3e the field of career development. It was b3sed 
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on tho theoretical concept oj' career Ij fe - " tages ou t -
lined by Super and Followed a group of 9 th grade ("tan-
dard 7) boys over a twenty year period . Th is led to 
the development of a theoretical model of career matu-
rity which . according to Newman (1982). consisted of 
the following components : 
Orientation towards career choice 
Information and p lanning 
Consistency of career preference 
career Independence 
Wisdom of career preference 
Laubscher (1977 . p . 27) sees this theory as the best cur-
rently available in terms of extensiveness. counsellinq 
utility, research support and research application . 
SUper saw career choice as an implementation of an in-
dividual ' s self- concept and he identified specific be-
haviours which develop during adolescence and which are 
related to career success in early adulthood. 
To facilitate the understanding of Super ' s components of 
career maturity Crites, who had also worked on the "Career 
Pattern Study ", developed a research model to measure 
career development on four distinct dimensions . (a) con-
sistency of choice over time , field and level . (b) realism 
of choice in relation to personal capabilities and employ-
ment opportunities , (c) career choice at t itudes , and (d) 
career choice competencies (See Table 1) . To determine 
objectively wh ich stage of career maturity an i nd ividual 
has r eached he constructed the Career Maturity Inventor~ ' 
(197J( 1978) which measures the PROCESS of career choice 
cons i 'llng u1 ,~areer choice competencies and career 
choic·· a ttitude~. 
This :;tudy , whi.ch will investigate variables in the 
career choice process , lAses Crites research model ac; il 
theoretical basis. Educational intervention is most 
likely to be successful in facilitating career develop-
ment when it is directed at the career choice proce s s. 
This study will use the ATTITUDE SCALE of the Inventor'.', 
which is described in detail in Chapter 3 , to research 
differences between various aspects of the career chojce 
process in Gifted and Talented and non-gifted pupil:'. 
Crites ' model provides clear perspective and structure 
from which to work an d it provides a valid and reliable 
ins trurnen t to measure the cons tructs in ques tion . 
TABLE 1 
GENERAL FACTOR GROUP FACTORS VARIABLES 
-1 TIME I CONSISTENCY OF 
CAREER CHOICE r--rl I FIELD 
Y LEVEL I 
CAREER CHOICE 
r-- CONTENT 
-i ABILITIES I 
REALISM OF 
CAREER CHOICE 
e---ii INTERESTS I 
Y PERSONALITY I 
DEGREE OF 
CAREER I--
DEVELOPMENT 
-1 SELF-APPRAISAL I 
-1 OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION I 
CAREER CHOICE I GOAL- SE LE CTlON I COMPETENCIES L 
rl PLANNING I 
PROBLEM- SOLVING I 
~ CAREER CHO I CE 
PROCESS 
--j DECIS IVENES S I 
rl INVOLVEMENT I 
rl I INDEPENDENCE CAREER CHOICE 
-ATTITUDES 
rl ORIENTATION I 
COMPl(OMISE I 
A HODEL OF CAREER MATURITY IN ADOLESCENCE (CRITES, 1978) 
1 • (a) 
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C:l,-PTER TWO 
REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE AND I<ESEAI<CH 
Career Maturity 
Career Maturity is a fairly new concept, especial ly in 
South Africa where a dearth of li terature exists . The 
' career Pattern Study' (Super, 1974) was the first at-
tempt to test the validity of th is concept and much re-
search has followed i ts lead in attempting to identify 
factors which either pred i ct , or are related to, career 
maturity . The second monograph of the Career pattern 
Study (Super and overstreet, 19 60 ) identified various 
i ndic!es related to the career maturity of a group of 
n i nth- grade boys . They found that for this group of 
boys ORIENTATION t o career choice was most highly re-
lated to career maturity . By this they meant that these 
boys were more aware of the need to make a choice , had 
greater knowledge of the factors to be considered , were 
more aware of the contingencies affecting their cho i ce, 
accepted responsibility for their own choice and had 
more information about careers. Super and Overstreet 
also found that one of the highest corrollates of career 
maturi ty was intelligence (p . 76) and boy s in the study 
who had the highest levels of career maturity (i) lived 
in intellectually and culturally stimula ting environments , 
(ii) had the mental ability to respond to this environment , 
(i ii) res ponded by aspiring to higher socio- economic jobs 
and (iv) achieved in all their activities (p . 147 ) . 
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LilwrGn c<~ (1974) has alSo I.'ound intelligence to be a 
',trong predictor of many aspects of career maturi ty , 
especi.ally of career choice attitudes. Herr and Ender-
lein (1976) support this Lnding but Mintzer (1976) , 
while seeing intelligence as a correlate of career matu-
ri ty , regards it as a weak correlate and as a statist i -
cally significant but weak predictor which is not de-
velopmental. The higher orientation to career choice 
among career mature pupilS reported by Super and Over-
street is suppor ted by Phillips and Strohmer (1982) who 
report , however , that scholastic achievement alone is 
not strongly correlated wi t h career maturity. If this 
is taken with Fredrickson ' s (1982) comment that intel-
lectual brilliance is not always a measure of career 
maturity , it may lead to doubt being cast on the assump-
tion that the career maturity of Gifted and Talen ted pu-
pils , identified according to i n telligence and academic 
achievement , is higher than that of non-gifted pupils 
as has been suggested by Mintzer . Laubscher (1977) has 
found career ma t urity t o be unrelated to intelligence 
(p.134) and has suggested as a possible reason the use 
by cape Education Schools of outdated intelligence scores 
which are no longer reliable as they are more than three 
years old . 
Herr and Enderlein (1976) found that , apart from intelli-
gence , career maturity is influenced by the curriculum 
be ing fOllowed , by experiences in the family and by sex . 
Min tzer reported girls scoring higher than boys on all 
2) 
aspec t',; of' career matur ity . Lawrence reported ';e Jf'-
concept and race , a s well as intelligence , to be pre-
dictors of career cho i ce attitude maturity . Holland 
(1981) , on the other hand , found socio- economic s tatu s 
to be a more useful predictor than se lf- concept , race , 
sex or age among preadolescents wh ile Super and Over-
street also found socio- economic status to be highly 
correlated to career maturity for their sample of n i nth-
grade boys. 
From the literature it is clear that while intelligence 
is generally regarded as a major correlate of career ma-
turity, by itself it is not a strong predictor . Other 
factors are also useful predictors but they too cannot 
be used on their own. Phillips and Strohmer (1982) 
feel that career maturity is multiply determined by a 
number of factors . 
(b) The Enhancement of Career Maturity 
There have been various programmes designed to encourage 
career development but few have been specifically aimed 
at empirically fostering career maturity. Even Super 
and Overstreet (1960) out lined the task of the school 
in only general t erms: 
"The school mus t he Ip the boys broaden their hori-
zons , e xplore new fields and be successful. " 
(p . 150) 
Omv iC) , Tulloch and Thomas (19 75) i nvestigated the effect 
of career education on caree r maturity i n more deta i l 
anci ,:oflclucieci that i t has a posl t ive effect on i n-
creasmg leve Is of career ma tur i ty bu t sugges ted no 
optimum programme. 
In South Africa there have been a few studies deal i ng 
with the enhancement of career maturity . In 1977 
James Laubscher developed a programme and reported the 
fO llowing results: 
• career maturi ty can develop by a career education 
progr amme . 
• Job certainty can be increased as a resul t of par-
ticipation i n the programme . 
• Career maturity is positively related to job cer-
tainty . 
• Potential aspiration is negatively related to job 
certainty . 
• Motivation and interest are important components 
for the outcome of the programme . 
On the basis of these resul ts Laubscher concluded that 
career education programmes can i ncrease career maturity 
but should concentrate on personality development because 
knowledge about jobs will not help i n career planning un-
less the pup i l is interested in thinking about his future 
in a mature way (p. 138) . This is in line wi th his 
earlier assumption (p.27) that career guidance cannot be 
merely informa t ion glvlng. 
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The (Jnl ~' other s pecific programme for career matur i t y 
was developed by Anne Newman (1981) who worked with a 
group of adolescents . She hypothesised that interven-
tion aimed at nurturing career maturity during the s tage 
of career development termed the Exploratory Stage by 
Super , would lead to greater ability for decision mabng 
and crystallisation of career choice based on col lecti.on 
and analysis of information . Her programme consisted 
of value clarification, interest analysis , decision-
making skills , use of occupational information , informa-
tion on career theory, guided fantasy , and i dentifi cation 
of all significent others and events in the pupil ' s life . 
As a result of her study , Newman , like Laubscher, con-
cluded that such a programme can significantly increas e 
the career matur ity of the participants. 
2. CAREER EDUCATION OF THE GIFTED AND TALENTED 
The need for a special career education programme for Gifted and 
Talented pupils has been documented in Chapter 1 , but the compo-
nents of such a programme have seldom been outlined . The united 
States Commissioner of Education , in his landmark report to con-
gress on Education of the Gifted and Talented (1972), reported 
the low priority being given to programmes for the Gifted by all 
State and local schools (p.49) . 1100re (1978 , p . 333) quotes Ho~·t 
and Hebeler (1974) as saying: 
li Ef forts to locate career education programmes for the Gi fted 
and Talented have , for the most part, been unrewarding . II 
Huch of the literature which does ex is t on such programmes deal s 
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wi th con ten t i. n th eori2 tical terms and .i n general ou tline bu t ';e J. -
dam are programme s actuallJ' outlined or empirically evaluated . 
One of the early researchers in the field was Bry an (1963) who 
described the Juidance need of the Gi f ted and Talented as (p. 21) : 
"the real difference between gu i dance services for Superior 
and Talented and those for other students lies : first , in 
the specific training of guidance personnel responsible for 
these services ; and second , in the special nature of certain 
of these services ." 
He believed that Gifted and Talented pupilS could 
to longer range goals but, beyond thi s he gave no 
what programme these pupilS should fOllow. 
relate earlier 
n 
idication of 
A 
Hore concrete guidelines have since been provided. The U.S . Com-
missioner of Education (1972) decided to build onto the model then 
being developed by the National Centre for Education Research and 
Development , by including activities specific to employer based 
career education for the Gifted and Talented . This programme 
was designed to display the range of occupational possibilities 
and to provide early opportunities for pupils to explore and test 
out a variety of occupational fields as , it was reasoned, much 
learning can occur outside academic settings . This programme saw 
wor k experience with recognised experts from the community as e s -
sential in increasing the motivat ion and schOOl performance of 
Gifted and Talented pupilS (p.173) . The use of community experts 
has been stressed in the literature repeatedly and has become the 
basis of many later programmes. 
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:caf fron and Colangelo (19 77 ) out l i ne the wor k being done b~ ' the 
Re search and Guidance Laboratory at the Universi ty of Wisconsin 
which trains counsellors to wor k s pecifically with gifted child-
ren . One of the early outcomes of this work was the discovery 
tha t for gifted ch i ldren to become men tally heal thy enough to be 
creative they need far more than the usually expected amount of 
guidance . They conclude that a good programme must be systematic 
and organized but provide scant details of the content of such a 
programme . Other authors have also described the work of the Re-
search and Guidance Laboratory (Perrone and Pulvino , 1977 ; Roden-
stei~ , Pfleger and Colongelo, 1977). Rodenstein et al concen-
trate on the career development of Gifted Women and offer concrete 
suggestions for mee t ing the career guidance needs of the gifted. 
For these authors the first s tep is to help these pupils recognise 
their interests and skills so that they can be developed into satis-
fying careers . Secondly, the pupilS need widely based i n formation 
about the ways in which these interests and skills can be developed 
in the community so that they become aware of the variety of choices 
available. Thirdly , possibly the most important aspect according 
to Rodenstein et aI , Gifted and Talented pupils need direct ex-
perience to test out their skills and in terests subjectively . The 
need to work with community experts is once again s t ressed as it 
provides more direct and specific information as well as providing 
an opportunity for Gifted pupils t o experience and explore numerous 
life- styles . This gives them a chance to think about what it means 
for a multipotentialed individual to have a job - such a person may 
well face "bordom or job dissatisfaction not faced by other indi-
viduals " (p.344). 
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The li t :rature con cern inu the contents of a career education 
programme is s umn.ed up hy Iloore (1978) who says (p . 333) : 
"career education for the gifted generally stresses cha l -
lenging occupations, schOlarly professions and independent 
types of employment . In addition , career education pro-
grammes shoUld contain specific components which can help 
make the career education program an optimum experience .. .. " 
The specific components as defined by the various authors (in-
cluding Hoyt and Hebeler, 1974) are reported by Moore to be 
( i) 
( i i) 
( i ii) 
Exploration opportunities in actual community sett ings . 
Active professional role modelS . 
Special time allotted for sharing and intellectualizing 
experiences. 
(iv) Opportunities to examine their own self- concepts and 
values. 
(v) In- depth views of the careers ladders and lattices for 
each profession explored . 
(vi) 
(vii) 
Individual guidance and counselling time . 
SenSitizing time to analyse professional lifestyles , 
values, ethics and goals. 
The use of community experts is suggested throughout the literature 
and the programme components reported by i100re fulfill the specific 
career guidance needs of the Gifted and Talented outl i ned earl er , 
such as the need for additional time to assimilate information 
3 1 
( ~00r0, 1978 ); \.h~ ne ed to i nve 'lt iga t e variou ~ li fe s tyl~s ( Roden-
s te in et a I , 1<)7'1) , and the need for personal development ( La ulJ-
scher , 1977). 
Moore goes further than just describing the required component s o f 
a programme, and s he outlines the ' Professional Career Exploration 
program for Hi nor 1 ties and/or low income , Gi fted and Talen ted 10 th 
Grade Students ' (P . C. E. P. ) funded by the U. S. Office of Educat i on 
through Prudue University . The programme involves the components 
outlined above in the form of seminars and the e xploration of three 
professions in the commun ity. 
as i n cluding : 
Moore descr ibes the seminars (p . :n s ) 
" Self- concept development , value clarification , lifestyle , 
career planning , the professional work ethic and profess ional 
responsibilities as well as occupational and educational i nfor-
mation. A variety of instr uctional media pluS community re-
source persons have been used to help provide students with 
a realistic view of different occupations. " 
Since the programme was not complete when the ar ticle was published, 
post test data was unavailable and no evaluation was possible . 
Co l son ( 1980 ) is abl e to provide evaluation of a community based 
career education programme for Gifted and Talented pupilS at Texas 
A. and I"i . Universi ty . Th i s programme is similar to peEP in that 
it bagan with an i ns tructional and growth experience phase . Th is 
was followed by obs ervation of specialized career areas and work 
experience i n the commun ity under a mentor so as to "observe the 
required li fe - styles as well as to gain fir s t hand information a-
bout the chosen career " (p.l 0 l) . The conc l us ions reached i ndicate 
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a pos I t ; \Ie nepcl !or th i s type of programme t o prov i de the r e-
quired indep th career experience for Gifted and Talented pupilS , 
and t o emphasise the career relevance of their schoOl experiences 
- the l atter being neglected i n many schools despite its impor-
tance for gifted pupilS . 
The con tent of these las t two programmes may appear to be very 
similar to the programmes suggested by Newman and Laubscher who 
worked with the general population. 
(1977 , p . l77) says : 
However , although Kilian 
" In die beroepsleidingsprak tyk bes taan daar geen wesenlike 
verskil tussen beroepsorientering aan die begaafde leerling 
of aan die meer gemiddelde leerling nie." 
these programmes are geared specifically for the Gifted and Talen t -
ed in terms of the level of information provided and the use of 
community resources. This last aspect is seldom part of general 
career education programmes although there is no obvious reason 
why it should be neglected except that , according to Colson (1980 , 
p105), Gifted and Talented pupilS are a more important career edu-
cation target and require indepth exper ience which gives emphasis 
to the career relevance of their schOOl experience. 
In South Africa only Kilian (1977) has studied the career education 
of Gifted and Talented pupils . He sees the ir identification as of 
primary importance , fOllowed by the development of self knowledge . 
The establishment of realistic career plans fOllowing the collec-
tion of information is the next step . Finally these plans must be 
in tegra ted wi th the se I f - concep t , "om 'n veran twoordel i ke en veran t -
woordbare beroepskeuse te maak ." (p.156) . He sees the career 
education oj-' the Gifted and Talented pupil a '3 a process wbic) , 
proceed s : 
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"Volgens sy uniekheid en eenmal igheid , daarom s al die ge-
beure , wat ook 'n opvoedkundige gebeure is , ver skil van 
persoon tot persoon . Maar .... sal daar tog algemene 
fenomena wees wat uitgelig kan word." (p.1 56 ) 
Kilian regarded the career education available in schools as in-
adequate for Gifted and Talented pupilS (p. 163) but serving as 
a starting point for individual work. 
3. CONCLUSIONS FRO~I THE LITERATURE 
After reviewing what literature is available it appears that the 
career rna turi ty of an individual is de termined by a number of 
interrelated factors , one of which is intelligence . It has been 
found by researchers (super et aI , 1960 ; Schmoll , 1975) that the 
career maturity of Gifted and Talen ted pupils is higher than that 
of non-gifted pupils and it has been demonstrated by Omvig et al 
(1975), Laubscher (1977) and Newman (1982) that levels of career 
maturity can be Significantly increased by a career education pro-
gramme . Authors such as Hoyt and Hebeler (1974) and Fredrickson 
(1982) have outlined why Gifted and Talented pupilS are in greater 
need of career education than are non- gifted pupils and Rodenstein 
et al (1977) as well as Moore (1978) have argued that these pupilS 
have special career needs which require a specific programme . 
However , although various general career education programmes exist 
very few have been designed specifically to foster the career matu-
rity of Gifted and Talented pupilS in an empirical way (Hoore , 1978) . 
The programmes whi ch have been des igned for Gifted and Talen ted 
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pupiL; (. ioore , !9 78 ; Co b on, 1980) 3re similar to those designed 
for the general population and Kilian (197'1) declares there to be 
very J.j ttle real difference between the career education of the 
Gifted and Talented and that of the general population. The 
difference which does exist seems to lie, first of all, in the 
level of career i n f ormation provided, secondly in the intensive-
ness of the programme and thirdly in the use of work e xperience 
for the Gifted and Talented pupilS. These differences stem from 
t he greater importance attached to the career education of the 
Gifted and Talented pupilS , than to that of non- gifted pupils. 
Since a specialized career programme must , according to various 
authors, cater specifically for the needs of the population for 
which it aimed, these needs must be clearly identified. This 
research will attempt to empirically assess the career guidance 
needs of a group of Gifted and Talented pupils so that a re levant 
programme can be s pecifically developed . 
CHAPTER THREE 
COLLECTION OP DATA 
1 • METHOD 
(a) The Problem 
Intelligence is generally regarded as a major predictor 
of career maturity (Mintzer, 1976; Lawrence, 1974; 
crites, 1978) and Schmoll (1975) found evidence that 
Gifted and Talented pupilS have a higher level of career 
maturity than do non- gifted pupilS. However Predrickson 
(1982, po227) says : 
"Even though a gifted student may score exception-
ally highly on a group or individual standardized 
test, it does not mean they can necessarily benefit 
from an advanced or enriched class or a related 
work experience. The gifted student may lack the 
work habits , or particular information-processing 
skills and self- discipline. • ••• intellectual 
brilliance is not always a measure of career maturity." 
(my emphasis) 
Because the Cape Education Department has, in the past, re-
lied largely on group intelligence scores for the identifi -
cation of Gifted and Talented pupilS we may find that the 
group does not have a higher level of career maturity than 
the non-gifted pupilS. It is, therefore , important to 
discover if pupilS identified as Gifted and Talented accord-
ing to Cape Education Department criteria have a higher 
:.v 
level of career maturity than do non-gift~d pupil S . 
Certain unlque career development problems which require 
a specialized career guidance programme , have been iden-
tified (Rodenstein et aI , 1977 ; Hoyt and Hebeler , 1974) 
despite Gifted and Talented pupilS being generally re-
garded as having higher levels of career maturity. It 
is possible that some of these unique needs stem , in part, 
from aspects of their career maturity which are relatively 
low. Rodenstein et al (1977 , p.340) assert that; 
"An effective career development programme should be 
predicted on the career development needs of the 
students it is designed to serve. " 
Consequently , if the aspects of career maturity which are 
low can be isolated , a career programme can be developed 
which is a i med specifically at ameliorating these weak-
nesses and meeting the unique career development needs 
of the Gifted and Talented . 
Ther efore, it is also important t o discover how to facili-
tate the career maturity of Gifted and Talented pupilS so 
that their potential can be realized. 
This study will seek empirical evidence to contribute to 
the understanding and enhancement of the career develop-
ment of Gifted and Talented pupilS. The specific prob-
lem to be researched is ; 
Is the career maturity of Gifted and Talented pupilS, 
as identified according to Cape Education Department 
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cri. teria , higher than tha t of non- g j ft-ed pupi 1'; 
and how can it be facilitated') 
(b) Hypothe se s 
(i) The career maturity of Gifted and Talented pupi ls 
is higher than that of non- gifted pupils . 
The literature (Mintzer , 1976; Laubscher , 1977; 
Crites , 1978) indicates that career maturity may 
be positively related to intelligence and academic 
success. If this is so one would expect Gifted 
and Talented pupils , who are identified largely 
according to intelligence and academic achievement , 
to have higher level of career maturity than non-
gifted pupilS . 
(ii) Gifted and Talented pupils are less deci s ive about 
career choice than are non- gifted pupilS. 
Because Gifted and Talented pupilS possess multi-
potentiality (Rodenstein et aI , 1977) and are able 
to succeed in a wide variety of areas, they can be 
expected to be less decisive about their career 
choice . Predrickson (1 982) feels that they are 
more vulnerable to delaying career choice until 
after university which also po i nts to their being 
less decisive while at school . 
(i ii) Gifted and Talented pupils are more independent .Ln 
their career choice than are non- gifted pupilS . 
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.Independence , wh ich is seen as an aspect of emo-
tional. maturity , is like ly to be higher as Gi fted 
and Talen ted pupi Is have higher social and emo ti.onal 
maturity than do non-g if ted pupilS (Lawrence , 1974; 
Crites , 1978). Gi f ted and Talented pupils , how-
ever , face higher e xpectations from parents and 
society (Rodenstein et al 1977; Hoyt and Hebeler , 
1974) which could lead to their being less indepen-
dent in their attitude s towards career choice. 
(i.v) Gifted and Talented pupi lS have greater orientat i on 
towards career cho i ce than do non-gifted pupilS. 
Super and Overstreet (1960) found orientation to 
career choice to be related to the career maturity 
of a group of ninth grade (standard seven) boys 
(p.62). By this they meant that these boys show 
an awareness of the need to make a choice ; they 
have knowledge of the factors to be considered; 
they are aware of the contingencies affecting their 
choice ; they accept responsibi lity for their own 
choice; they possess the necessary career infor-
mation. 
(c) Subjects 
Due to the uncertain relat ionsh ip between career maturity 
and socio-economic status , race, sex , age and curriculum 
(Lawrence , 1974; Holland, 1981; Mi ntzer, 1976 ) all the 
subjects were taken from an all- boys wh i te high school 
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which draws pupil S from a fa irly homogenaous upper-
middle class area of the city of about 430 000 inhabi-
tants . This specific school was s elected as all pup ils 
followed an academ ic curriculum and certain pupilS have 
already been identified a s Gifted and Talented as part 
of the cape Education Department programme . 
The standard nine class was used in the re search as this 
is the senior year of the Gif ted and Talented programme 
and the year in which career choice begins to take on 
greater importance for the pupilS. 
Thirty- five pupilS out of the one hundred and thirty- five 
pupilS in the standard had been identified as Gifted and 
Talented according to the criteria described by Neethling 
(1981). Their total 1.0. score, as measured by the 
N.S . A. G.T. as part of the normal schoOl testing programme , 
was used. This score is normally obtained in standard 
five . If no score was available for a particular pupil 
he was individually tested on the Slosson Intelligence 
Test (1963) by the Gifted and Talented co- ordinator . 
The pupil'S aggregate in his previous exams (November of 
his standard eight year) was also used . The 1. 0 . Score 
and the exam aggregate were allocated points according 
to a table (See Table 2) and boys who achieved over 35 
points were classified as Gifted and Talented and inCluded 
in the programme. 
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T':'BLE 2 
1. O. Score Scholastic Achievement 
14 :" + : ~5 90%+ = 23 
140 - 23 85 = 21 
1:) 5 = 21 80 = 19 
130 = 19 70 = 17 
125 -- 17 60 = 1 5 
60- = 14 
Points Allocation for the Identification of Gifted and 
Talented Pupils (Neethling, 1981; p . 143) 
(d) Apparatus and Scoring 
The basic assumption that underlies the various defi n i -
tions of career maturity is that career behaviour changes 
systematically with increasing age . More specifically , 
career behaviour becomes more goal- direct ed , more realis -
tic and more independent (Super and overstreet , 1960) . 
To assess an individual ' s progress towards more mature 
career behaviour it is necessary to subdivide the total 
developmental process into a number of smaller units . 
This, according to Crites (1961), can be done in at least 
two different ways . Buehler used typical behaviour of 
i ndividuals at given age levels , in her 1933 analysis of 
life h istories , to identify a series of life stages. 
In 1953 Havinghurst referred to developmental tasks which 
also provide criteria for the definition of life stage s . 
Crites (1961 ) proposed a definition of career matur i t J 
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accord ln(J to be hav iour and developmenta J. tasks ra t her 
than elther alone . Conceptually , the procedure in-
volves i dentifying an individual ' s developmental tas ks 
and life stages from his chronological age and then de-
termining his degree of career development within that 
life stuge from his behaviour . Crites combines this 
definition of career maturity with a measurement model 
which is derived from a synthesis of age- and point-
scales . This results i n measurable variables for de-
gree and rate of career development . 
required the 
This combination 
"Cons truction of a scoring key from items that 
differentiate older and younger groups within a 
glven career life stage and the establishment of 
norms for each age level in the developmental pe-
riod ." (Crites; 1961, p.259) 
An individual's reference group for evaluating his career 
maturity is, therefore , his peer group not his age group 
(Hans en, 1974). 
The result of Crites ' theorizing , outlined above, was the 
construction of the Vocational Maturity Inventory which 
was later renamed the Career Maturity Inventory. It was 
designed to measure the maturity of attitudes and compe-
tencies necessary for realistic career decision- making . 
The Attitude scale of the C. H. I. has been used in various 
studies to measure career maturity (Laubscher , 1977; Moore, 
1978; Newman, 1981) but the Competence Test is used less 
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often due to its i nadequa te reliability and validity 0" 
data ; the length of administration; and the fact that 
it .lS s omewhat culture bound (Laubscher ; 1977 , p . 62 ; 
west brook et aI, 1980) . According to Crites (1978, 
p . J) the Attitude Scale "elicits the feelings , the sub-
jective reactions , the dispositions that the individual 
has towards making a career choice and entering the world 
of work ." 
Five variables are surveyed (a) decisiveness in career 
decision- making (b) involvement in career decision- ma king 
(c) independence in career decision- making (d) orientation 
to career decision- making (e) compromise in career deci-
sion- making. There are two forms of the scale : the Screen-
ing Form A - 2 which yields a total score ou t of fifty , and 
the Counselling Form B-1 which provides separate score s for 
each of the five variables . 
Crites (1978) lists five major uses to which the Attitude 
Sca Ie can be pu t. 
(a) Studying career development : The best established 
use of the Attitude Scale is its validity as an 
operational definition of the career Choice Attitude 
dimension in the model of career maturity (see Table 
1) . This model , which is conceptually rooted in the 
worl. of the career pattern Study (Super et aI , 191)0) 
has been extensively used to test hypotheses stemming 
from career development theory . 
(b) Screening for career immaturity Crites (p . 32) ~ tate ~ ; 
t i lat "l\ lmo'3 t t wo th .ird ~J of thos e (:ompleting t he i:c 
secondary s choo l educa tion .... can be cons i.de r ed 
career immature . " 
The Screening Form of the A tt i tude Scale can be 
used to identify members of a group with excep-
tional career needs . 
(c) Assessing guidance needs: Crites emphasises that 
guidance is not only a "trea tmen t process " but "also 
a stimulus condition which facil i tates and enhances 
career deve lopmen t " (p . 32) . The Attitude Scale has 
been used widely to "determine what the career atti-
tude matur ity is for junior and senior high school 
s tuden ts , and how it migh t be improved ." (p . 32) 
(d) Evaluation of career education : Crites sees the Atti-
tude Scale as especially useful f or this as it mea-
sures the variables which career education programmes 
are trying to develop . Laubscher (1977) and Newman 
(198 1 ) used the test for this purpose. 
(e) Testing in career counselling : The Attitude Scale can 
also be used by a counsellor to focus on aspects of 
career decision-making which may be giving an indi-
vidual particular difficulty . 
The C . H. I. is scored by: 
"Counting the number of keyed respon ses in each test 
or subtest . This procedure produces raw scores which 
can be interpreted in terms of "Local norms " derived 
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from di';tr .ibut i onc; of the <]r oup te ·'ted ." (Cr i te '· , 
1978 ; p . 26 ) 
The .\ttitude Scale of the C. II.I. , which is relativel:' 
cuI ture-free because the indi\'idual i s compared wi. th 
his peers and because raw scores are used ins tead of 
standard scores , is particularly sui ted for this stud~' 
into the career maturity of Gifted and Talented pupilS . 
In (c) above Cr ites is quoted as stating that one of the 
uses of this te s t is to "determine what the career ma tu-
rity is for j un ior and senior high school students , and 
how it might be improved." The problem to be considered 
in this study is the assessment of the 'career maturity 
of Gifted and Talented pupils and how it can be facili-
tated. ' 
The Counselling Form B-1 of the Attitude Scale is used in 
this research (See Appendix 1) so as to assess t he degree 
of career maturity i n each of the five areas measured. 
A score for overall career maturity is also obtained by 
scoring 50 specified i tems in the 75 item test (Appendix 
2) . 
(e) Procedure 
The Counselling Form B-1 of the Attitude Scale was admini-
stered to all standard nine pupilS in the selected school . 
This was done in the normal classrooms during the weekly 
Career Guidance period by the school's Teacher psycholo-
gist who was familiar with the test. The required pro-
cedure and i nstructions were fOllowed. The original 
4 'j 
natu!'.,' ~n(j purpo~,;e of the test was explained to the 
subje r'tc; bLJ. t no reference was made to the research 
beinG carried out with the results which were also 
used by the Teacher- Psychologist in normal career 
counselling. ;Idministration of the test took less 
than thirty mi nutes and the subjects worked at their 
own pace . 
The names of those pUPllS who had previously been iden-
tified as Gifted and Talen ted were then ob t ained from 
the co- ordinator of the programme . These boys formed 
the Gifted and Talented group for the research and are 
referred to as GROUP A. The rest of the standard formed 
t he non- gifted group and they are referred to as GROUP B. 
Three boys who were absent when their classes were tested 
were excluded from the research. 
2. ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The scope of the study was such that the population studied 
was considered t o be the Standard nine pupils at the selected 
school. Consequen tly no generalization can be drawn from 
these resul ts. The obtained results were analysed by means 
of a t - test where the nature of the data permitted , and by 
means of a chi- squared where a t - test could not be used. 
The t - test was the first choice because of its power to re-
ject the null- hypotheses when they are, in fact , false but, 
because certain scores were not normally distributed over 
the population , a ch i - squared was also used . 
Since the hypotheses i ndicate direction of d i fference , the 
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t-te s t s were one- tailed , with the reg ion of re, jec t i on Lo-
cated at only one end of the distribution . 
Havi ng cons idered the consequence of Type I and Type II 
error, it was felt that it would be more advantageous to 
set a less stringent level of significance than p ~, 01 . 
The consequences of a Type I error in this study would mean 
that if it is accepted that there is a difference between 
the levels of career maturity of the two groups when, in 
fact, no such difference exists (that is , rejection of the 
null hypothesi s when it is true) , staff and schOOl time would 
be wasted on a non- productive programme , and certain pupilS 
would be given additional attention which is unwarran ted (prob-
ably at the expense of other pupils) . However , the conse-
quence of saying that there is no difference between the career 
maturity of the groups when such a difference does, in fact , 
exist (Type II error) could be more serious in that there would 
be a failure to provide special programmes and resources which 
would ultimately benefit society as well as the children edu-
cationally , psychologically and socially. 
A statistic level of significance of the p <, 05 was therefore 
decided upon, and maintained throughout the study . 
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CH"PTE]< ,'OUR 
RESULTS 
The general research problem was the comparison of the career 
maturity of a group of Gifted and Talented pupils with that of 
a group of non- gifted pupilS , and an investigation of ways in 
which the career maturity of the Gifted and Talented pupils can 
be increased . Hypotheses were formulated to research the prob-
lems and the career maturity of all the pupils was measured . 
The data obtained was analysed using one- tailed t - tests and chi-
squar ed tests . The results are presented below and summarized 
in Table 3 . 
Hypothesis 1 The career maturity of Gifted and Talented pu-
pils ~s higher than that of non- gifted pupils . 
Null- Hypothesis The career maturity of Gifted and Talented pu-
pilS is not higher than that of non- gifted pupilS . 
Chi- squared was used to analyse the career maturity differences be-
tween Gifted and Talented pupilS and non-g ifted pupilS . The re-
suIts indicate that , although Gifted and Talented pupils achieved 
higher mean career maturity than non- gifted pupils, this difference 
was very s mall and not statistically sign ificant (level of signifi-
cance, p <, 05) . llull- Hypothesis 1 is therefore retained and Hy-
pothesis 1 which states that Gifted and Talented pupilS have higher 
career maturity than non- gifted pupils must be rejected . 
Hypo the ~ i. ~' c' 
Null- Hy po thesis ~ 
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Girted dnd Talented pupi. l S a re les s d eci' ~ lve 
a bou t career choi ce than are non- g i fted pup i L; . 
The level of decisiveness i n career dec ision 
mak ing is not higher in non- gifted chi l dre n 
than i n Gifted and Talented children. 
The results of testing show that rather than Gifted and Talented 
pupilS having lower levels of decisiveness in career decision 
making , they score higher than non- gifted pupilS in this aspect 
of career maturity. However t -test analysis of the differences 
between the resu l t s of the two groups shows the difference no t to 
be significant at the 0 , 05 level . Consequently Null- Hypothesis 2 
must be retained while Hypothesis 2 , which indicates Gifted and 
Talented pupils are less decisive than non- gifted pupils, must be 
rejected. 
Hypothesis 3 Gifted and Talen t ed pupils are more independent 
in their career choice than are non- gifted pupils . 
Null- Hypothesis 3: Gifted and Talented pupilS are not more indepen-
dent i n their career choice than are non- gi f ted 
children . 
The resul ts show that Gifted and Talented pup i lS are more i nde pen-
dent in their career decision making but t - tes t analysis o f the 
data from the two groups shows that this difference is not s ign i -
ficant (leve l of signi f icance , p< , O ~ ). Nul l -Hypothesi s Z mu s t 
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be retcli. ned whil e Hypothesis 3 , that Gifted and Talen ted pupi h 
are more independen t than non-g i fted pupi Is i n career cho ice , 
must be rejected. 
Hypothesis 4 
Null-Hypothesis 4 
Gifted and Talented pupils have grea ter 
orientation to career choice than do non-
gifted pupils . 
The level of orientat ion to career choice of 
Gifted and Talented pupilS is not higher than 
that of non- gifted pupilS . 
A chi-squared analysis was used with the results obtained from the 
two groups for this aspect of career maturity. Once again , the 
score obtained by the Gifted and Talented pupils was not signifi-
cantly higher at 0 , 05 level of significance t han that obtained 
by the non- gifted pupilS. So Null- Hypothesis 4 must, once more , 
be retained while hypothesi s 4 , which states Gifted and Talented 
pupils to have a higher level of orientation to career choice than 
non- gifted pupilS , must be rejected . 
TABLE 3 
Aspect of 
Career Ha turi ty Test Used Mean Scores (x) t or ;;(2 df p 
fieasured 
Total A = 34 ,8 57 2 Career Chi- squared ;;( = 2 . 719 3 5 )'" ). ? 
Naturity B = 33 , 27 
Decisiveness A = 5,2 
in t - tes t t = 0 , 1537 133 p) 0 , 1 Career 
Decision- making B = 5 , 03 I 
LYldependence A = 8 , 486 
i n t - test t = 0 , 2103 133 p) 0 , 1 Career 
De ci s ion- ma king B = 8,04 
Ori.entation A = 6 , 286 
in Ch i - squared 2 0 . 9) P> O. 8 career :f, . = 1 , 7536 4 
Decis ion- making B = 5 ,95 
- - - - ---- -- - --- - --- - ------ --- -
L-_ _____ _ ___ __ 
----- -------- -- -- --
A Summary of the analysis of the difference between Gifted and Talented pupilS and non- gifted pupilS for 
aspects of career maturlty 
A = Gifted and Talented Pupils 
B = Non- gifted pupils 
()1 
o 
~1 
CHnPTER Fl VE 
CONCLU SION SAND RECOt'lMENDAT ION S 
1. CONCLUSIONS 
The results indicate that although Gifted and Talented pupils 
score consistently higher in all aspects of career maturity, the 
difference between their scores and those of non- gifted pupilS 
is not large enough to be statistically significant. It would 
appear from the statistical analysis of the results that a Type 
II error (accepting the null- hypothesis when there is, in fact , 
a difference between the groups) is unlikely to have been made 
so we can be fairly certain that, in fact , the quali ty of ' Gifted-
ness ' which is used to differentiate the groups does not lead to 
differing levels of career maturity. 
These results are somewhat surprising In the light of the litera-
ture on the topic which indicates that a significant difference 
between the groups can be expected. However it must be remembered 
that the research was conducted on a very specific population, 
which may be abnormal , and should not be regarded as generaliz-
able to a wider population . 
One of a number of reasons or a combination of these, may explain 
the results obtained in this study. In the firs t place it may be 
that all the pupils in the study have a high level of career matu-
rity due to the career education programme run at the school. 
Aspects of Laubscher's (1977) and Newman ' s (1981) programmes de-
signed for the general population are included in the school ' s 
general career education programme, which involves value clarif i -
cation, interest analysis and information on career theory . 
'j 2 
various <.5uggesti.ons ror t h2 career education of the '.>ifted dnd 
Talented pupilS (]<odenstein et ai , 1977 ; f;oore , 197 8) , s uch as 
encouraging wor Y. exp-=r i ence and providing in- depth i nforma tion 
on a wide viariety of occupations , are implemented i n the school ' s 
programme . However , when the results are compared with s cores 
obtained by crites (1978) for Grade 11 pupils in America , we find 
that the scores are not particularly high at all , as can be seen 
in Table 4 . Scores obtained by Gifted and Talented pupils for 
orientation to career decision- making are , in fact , cons i derably 
lower than the scores obtained by the general population in Ameri-
ca. 
ObviouSly no real comparison can be drawn between the research 
population and the American sample even though the test is rela-
tively culture free. The sample used by Crites was far larger 
and more representative of the population as a whole than is the 
very restricted research population and , consequently, is more 
likely to be normally distributed due to statisti cal regression. 
It must also be remembered that the general career education pro-
grammes run i n American Schools are far more intensive and have 
been running for much longer t han the Sou t h African Programmes 
which have traditionally concentrated on information giving des-
pite Laubscher ' s (1977) assertion about the need for personality 
development (see Chapter TWO ~. Because the career education 
movement is rela tively new i n South Africa the research population 
are unlikely to have obtained the full benefit of a highly de-
veloped programme as that experienced by Crites ' sample. The low 
Orientation score confirms this possibility . 
Wh ile acknowledging the initial differences between the re search 
poplL a t i on dnd Cr .ltes ' samp le d compar is on , a l though not nece:;-
~ar i ly accurate , is interesting . The cons i derably l ower s cor~ '; 
obta i ned i n the research by even GROUP A for orientat i on to career 
deci sion- mak i n g , and the similarity between the other score s a-
ch i eve d by the research popu lation and Cr ites ' sample s eems to i n-
d i ca te a weaknes s i n the career maturity of the re search popu l a-
t i on - e s pecially the Gifted and Talented pupi l S (Group A) , who 
one expects to score higher than the general population . Ob-
viouSly , then , hi.gh ove r all scores cannot be responsible for the 
lack of d if ference be tween Group A and Group B i n th i s study . 
TABLE FOUR 
n a b c d e f 
Research populat i on 135 33 , 86 5 , 07 8 , 87 8 , 16 () , 04 5 , 13 \ 
Gifted and Ta l ented I 
Pupi l s 35 34 , 86 5 , 2 8 ,94 , 8,49 6, 29 5 , 37 1 
Non- gifted Pup i ls 100 33 , 27 5 , 03 8 , 85 8 , 04 5 , 9 5 5 , 0 5 I 
U . S.A. sample 8341 34, 09 5 , 36 8 , 85 
I 
8,79 7 , 48 5 , 45 i 
n = Number of Subjects i n t he Group 
a = Total career Matur ity 
b = Decisiveness i n Career De c ision- Makin g 
c = Invol vemen t in Career Decis ion- Naking 
d = Independence i n Career Decision- Naking 
e = Or ientation to Career Decision- Making 
f = Comprom i se i n Career Decision-Making 
Mean Scores (x ) achieved by the research populat i on and by Cr . te s ' 
(1978) s amp l e on the Attitude Sca l e 
In hl 'o re se drch , j,aubscher (1'377) found that lntelligence i '.; nu l 
related t.o career maturity despite previous studies which have 
shown a relationship between the two . He suggested one reason 
for his re sults being that the 1. 0 . scores used were no longer 
reliable since they were more than three years old (p . 134) . 
The 1 . 0 . scores used in the identification of Gifted and Talented 
pupilS for the current research may, similarly , be unreliable since 
most scores were taken at least four years earlier . The test 
used at the time was a group intelligence test which , accord ing 
to the U.S. Commissioner of Education (1972 , p . 18) and Maloney 
and Ward (1976, p.226) penalizes children with higher intelligence . 
Consequently the actual validity of the measured i ntelligence of 
the pupilS , especially the Gifted and Talented pupilS, is in ques-
tion . 
Possibly more important than this is the question of the definition 
of 'Gifted and Talented' used in the research. The old Cape Edu-
cation Department definition (Neethling, 1981) was used by the 
school to identify the Gifted and Talented pupilS who were used 
in the study. This definition relied on a combination of 1 .0. 
and achievement (See Table 2 In Chapter 3) while giving the option 
of using a standardized test of creativity as well. In practice 
the school used the 1.0 . scores - the validity of which may be 
questioned - and the previous exam aggregate (November of Standard 
eight). No test of creativity was applied and it was decided, by 
the Gifted and Talented organizer at the school, to allow border-
line cases onto the programme rather than to eXClude them. 
In Chapter One it was outlined how some highly gifted people fai. l 
to achieve well on group intelligence tests or in schOOl exam i nation 
s i tua l ions . l'''f-' procedure for ~;electing Gifted and Ta len ted 
pupil s used b;' Ull-: school may ,fell have failed to i dent ify pupi L 
who do not have h .igh I.O. scores and who have not done very wel l 
academically but l/ho could be classified as Gifted and Talented 
according to other criteria s uch as creativity . If this is s o 
then the non- gifted group would contain pupils who , according to 
other definitions , could be called Gifted and Talented and whose 
level of career maturity would cause the mean of the group to be 
higher than expected . By t he s ame token the Gifted and Talented 
group contain those borderline pupils who are high achievers but 
who may not be truely ' Gifted ' and whose lower career maturity 
scores would lower the mean of th is group . 
From the above it can be seen that although the results are appli-
cable to only a very specific population they are unexpected and 
may be ascribed to one or more extraneous factors , the most li kely 
of which appears to be the valid i ty of the 1.0. scores used , and 
the accuracy of the criteria used to identify Gifted and Talented 
pupilS . Differentiation of the population may, thus , be i naccu-
rate . It would also appear from the results that the career ma-
turity of all the pupilS i n the population is not very high des-
pite a career education programme which seems to contain all the 
required components . The pupil ' s orientation to career decision-
making is especially poor. The causes of th is low career matu-
rity may be varied but , bear i ng in mind Laubscher ' s (1977) comments 
about the need for pupil motivation , it must be remembered that 
although the programme seems to contain the necessary components , 
it is new in the school and many weaknesses in the South African 
career education s ystem exist , not least of which is the very low 
pI' J or ~ t ',' given i J by the cape 8ducct t ion D<2paJ'tm'~n t. 
~) . R8Co~a1E:ND"T iON S 
The results of this study show beyond doubt the need for a more 
sophisticated career education programme and it is clear that 
the greatest emphasis should be placed on increasing the pupil ' s 
orientation to career decision- making. The literature has indi-
cated the need for a specialized career education programme for 
Gifted and Talented pupilS. The lack of any significant dif-
ference between groups in this study suggests that the Gifted 
and Talented pupils in our school are, indeed, greatly in need 
of a planned and comprehensive programme designed to increase 
their level of career maturity. Although the recommendations 
below are based on the results obtained from the research popu-
lation and are made in terms of the specific school organization, 
which includes the use of the Gifted and Talented enrichment pro-
gramme already in operation in the school, they may be implemented 
in any school by the Guidance Department or Teacher- Psychologist. 
The development of a programme for an area such as career educa-
tion, and especially for a select section of the population, poses 
pecul i ar problems and requires special strategies. Any discussion 
must, therefore, recognise certain basic assumptions (Hoyt and Hebe-
ler ; 1974 , p . 271) . 
(i) career education is a valued and necessary part of edu-
cation and is identified as such by the local economic 
and educational communities, the parents and the pupils . 
(i i ) The Gi Fted and Talented are in grea ter need of career 
educat ion than are the non- gifted . 
' j '1 
(ii i ) Career education i '-' a joi.nt responsibility of tl!e 
schoo I and the communi ty , wi th the school tak i. ng thee 
lead . 
(iv) The physi cal requ irements necessary for planning and 
prov i. r!ing the programme are available. 
Before the programme can be implemented these assumptions should 
be met as far as possible . The programme should not be left , 
however , entirely in the hands of a single Teacher-Psychologist 
in each school who lacks the resources , the knowledge and the 
time to plan , let alone implement, a full and adequate programme. 
At the same time the pupils , their parents and the community 
should recognise the need for career education and be prepared to 
participate. It is desirable to offer , as far as possible, the 
entire programme to as many pupils as would like to participate on 
a vOluntary bas is , but due to practical considerations as wel l as 
the need to cater for the unique career development problems of 
the Gifted and Talented pupils , it needs to be flexible enough to 
allow these pupils additional time and opportunities to those pro-
vided for the general population. 
Such a programme should , according to Hoyt and Hebeler (19 74, p. 273) : 
( i) Plan to permit rapid change introduced by the pupilS it 
serves. 
(ii) Have a structure resulting in very little adult domina-
~11GW«b/!>. .. u "::. 
tion and bureaucratic e ltebtfflBerelice3. 
( iii) Offer exper iences which permit a large variety of honest 
options. 
'j8 
(iv) Provide For thos e whose talents are in a special j ty 
area as we II as for those who have no special i ty . 
(v) Permit the very di ffe rent to be served as well as the 
very acceptable. 
(vi. ) 
(vii) 
Be designed to serve the pupils rather than the society 
Recogni se that the pupils are not the only ones being 
educated but that the parents , the career community , 
the teachers and the general public - as partners i n 
the process - are receiving new experiences and should 
be altering behavi ours . 
It would be most unfortunate if career education programmes for the 
Gifted and Talented are established and supported primarily f or the 
potential these pupilS have for making contributions in the occupa-
tional society . Hoyt and Hebeler (1974 , p . 148) feel that Gifted 
and Talented pupils are almost certain to make substantial contri-
butions to the total society , and the occupational society is but 
part of this total society . On the other hand , they should not 
be excused from participation In the society. To work wi th i n the 
above framewor ," requires careful planning and co- ordination which 
cannot successfully be carried out by one person as it should be 
structured throughout the high s chool years to provide in- depth 
e xposure to all the aspects of career education. 
The essential philosophy on which any career education programme 
must be based is that KNOWLEDGE in three areas is necessary to 
ma~e real is tic career decisions . The i nd ividual needs knowledge 
of the sel f ; knOWledge of the world of wor k ; knowledge of how to 
choose (H . S. R.C.; 1981 , p . 17) . This rather Simplistic Foundat ion 
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own beliefs but has remained essentially th e same . It is these 
three components which mus t be provided for pupi Is throughout 
their school lives . Gifted and Talented pupilS, because they 
need devote less time to rou tine school Ivork and because they 
are generally i nvolved in some type of enrichment programme , can 
be given additional time to explore these three areas . 
(a) The Basic Classroom Component 
The basic programme , which can be run during weekly 
guidance periods , should , according to authors such 
as Rodenstein et al (1977) , Laubscher (1977) , Moore 
(1978) , Colson (1980) and Newman (1981), cover the 
following areas . 
(a) career Theorer (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(b) Educational Awareness (i) 
What is a career. 
pactors i nfluencing 
career choice. 
career and educational 
planning. 
Possible options and 
their consequences . 
(ii) Pinances. 
(c) Self-Awareness ( i ) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(d) Decision- making skills. 
Analysis of interests 
and abilities. 
Value clarification. 
Goal identification. 
Self- concept awareness 
and deve lopmen t . 
( co ) C,r<.' er Skills 
(f) Career Information 
( i ) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(,0 
F'inding a ju l) . 
Progressing in a career. 
Coping sk i lI s . 
Sources and evaluat i on . 
Use . 
Exposure. 
The last point listed above, exposure to career inf or-
mation , can move ou t side the school to include visits 
to career exhibitions and places of work, emphasizing 
more than just the traditional professions. 
In addition to this basic programme, with personal re-
finements according to the programme organiser's per-
sonal career theory , a comprehensive counselling ser-
vice should be available to help pupilS come to a per-
sonal career decision and to deal with personal prob-
lems which develop during the course of the career edu-
cation programme . 
(b) The Basic Non- Classroom Component 
As well as the course outlined above, most career edu-
cation authors have stressed the need for providing 
actual work experience . This should be included i n 
the basic programme from the beginning of the standard 
e ight year , and should cover at least four different 
types of occupations to provide pupils with as wide a 
perspective as possible . Such work experience can be 
provided as holiday or week- end jobs , can be paid or 
unpaid and can be for any l ength of time . The important 
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th ,n, ,: is tha t the pupi l " 3re g iven a r:hance of testin ::, 
out ',,)m2 o f thc> i r intere s ts and skills and of obta i n i n:J 
direct e xperience in a 'far i ety of areas , some of wh ich 
the y may have been unaware. It wi ll also provide pu-
pils wj th subjective career i nformat i on unavailable 
from other sources . Pupi ls can then have an opportu-
ni, ty of re la ting their various experiences to the i r peers 
so as to share the knowledge gained . 
Ideally such work experience would be compulsory , as it 
is in some American schools where credits towards gradua-
tion are obtained for the work e xperience component of 
the Vocational Guidance course . As this is not the 
case in this country it should be made attractive for 
pupilS through payment, if possible, by using some schoOl 
tir,le, and by stressing the i mportance of the experience. 
The co-operation of the local economic community is e s-
sential to ensure the success of this aspect of the basic 
programme. 
(c) Add i tional Component for Gifted and Talented Pupils 
The Gifted and Talented pupils , as well as participat i ng 
in all the above , should be given additional guidance l n 
meeting their unique needs. Moore (1978) feels that 
these pupilS require more time to intellectualize thei r 
educational experiences and to analy ze various l ifestyles . 
They should be provided wi th this time for decision- ma king, 
deve lopmen t of personal i ndependence and se If-di s cover'! 
through group exercises and seminars conducted dur i ng 
the ir ~nrichment sessions . These sessions should b~ 
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cJ imed d i.ree l ly at coun tering the proi>lem,: wh ich the'.<e 
pupilS Face , such as h i gh s tatus expe ctat ions from IJarent ~·: 
and society , inequality of social, emotional and intel-
lectual ma turi ty and the tendency to de lay career th in k-
ing until university. It must be the task of the Teacher-
psychologist and the Gifted and Talented organizer to plan 
the structure of these sessions while the content can 
largely be determined by the pupilS themselves . 
Coupled with these sessions should be the opportunity for 
intensive career and personal counselling to provide the 
additional information , assistance and support in career 
planning and personal development so important for these 
pupilS. It is necessary for the counselle r to be well 
aware of the problems faced by the pupilS and to be sensi-
tive to their difficulties. 
Hoyt and Hebeler (1974, p . 150) suggest : 
"that effective career- development programmes for 
gifted and talented youths must extend considerably 
beyond the four walls of the school ." 
They point to the use of one-to- one contacts betweem 
gifted youths and gifted individuals in various occupa-
tions which has pro\-ed particularly helpful especially 
in terms of life- sty le questions . It i s most unlil,ely 
that the degree of challenge needed by Gifted and Talented 
pupils can be found within the school environment and the 
need for active experience is constant ly stressed by 
various authors. 
This aspect of the programme ,;hould be s imilar to th"lt 
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u sed i'OY' non- gifted pupi ls bu t should , once again , be 
further developed . Colson (1980) described the career 
experience component of one programme i n which , after 
a phase of instructional and growth experience , the 
pupils were placed in observer roles in specialized 
career areas identified earlier . This was a "shadow-
ing experience " under the direction of a university pro-
fe ssor which gave them the opportunity of experiencing 
the professional life style and the academic environment . 
Colson describes the final phase of the programme (p . l0l) 
as: 
" the opportuni ty for hands on acti vi ties in a seg-
ment of the career field studied during the second 
phase . Each subject was paired with an individual 
from the community who was active i n either business, 
industry , labour, or a profession . Thus , partici-
pants were able to observe the lifestyle required 
by the career and the responsibilities that accom-
pany the work. Subjects worked closely with their 
site supervisors gaining first- hand experience in 
their chosen career fields." 
The results of Colson's programme clearly indicated the 
advantages and benefits gained by pupils who participated. 
Moore (1978) and Rodenstein et al (1977) also describe 
similar programmes which allow exploration of lifestyle 
as well as mere job descriptions . 
The Gifted and Talented pupils in the study have the time 
to engage in these activities in more depth than do the 
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non-,; ; t ted pup j l s and they can exp l ore a wider varie ty 
of occupations i n more detai l. Th is would lead to the 
fulfilment of most of the requirements of a career educa-
tion programme for Gifted and Talented pupilS outlined 
by 1100re (1978) and by Hoyt and Hebeler (1 974) . 
The detailed planning and implementation of such a pro-
gramme should be left largely to the programme organizers 
who are familiar with the organizational limits set by 
the school and the specific requirements of the pupils 
involved . By including all the components mentioned 
above in a planned and systematic way over a number of 
years, the career maturity of the pupils ought to be in-
creased to a more acceptable level and this can be moni-
tored by administering an Attitude Scale at the end of 
every year. It is most important, for the success of 
career educa tion in our presen t sys tem , tha t the phys i -
cal resources such as personnel , time and accommodation 
are available and that the status of career education be 
enhanced (watson et aI , 1982). All too often schools 
expect one Teacher- psychologist to give Guidance lessons, 
provide career information which is up to date, counsel, 
plan programmes and perform a host o~ non- related admini-
strative functions. At the same time Guidance lessons, 
are scheduled for only the Junior Secondary Standards In 
many schools while the senior pupilS see the Teacher-
psychologist for counselling only . This state of affairs 
is aggravated by the use of many of the once- weekly Guid-
ance lessons for other administrative purposes. 
An adequate career education programme require s sufficient 
t lme and mdnpower as we l1 as careful structuri.ng of the 
correct content to enhance all aspects of a pupil' s career 
maturity. Implemen tation of the above recommendat i ons 
would constitute an adequate career education programme 
for all pupilS , i n cluding the Gifted and Talented. 
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,IPPEilDIX 
CAREER iL\TURI TY INVENTORY 
(httitude Scale - Counselling Porm B- 1) 
NAHE: DATE: 
DIRECTIONS: 
There are a number of statements about career choice on these sheets . 
career choice means the kind of job or work which you think that you 
will probably be doing when you have finished all of your schooling . 
Read the statements and mark your answer on the right-hand side o f 
the page . If you agree or mostly agree with statement , make a 
cross "n the space marked with a T. If you disagree or mostly 
disagree with the statement , make- a cross in the space marked with 
an P. Be sure that all your marks are clear . Erase completely 
any- answer you wish to change . PLEASE ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS. 
1. I often daydream about what I want to be , but I really 
havn ' t chosen a line of work yet . 
2. If I can just help others in my work , I ' ll be happy . 
3. Everyone seems to tell me something different ; as a re-
sult I don ' t know which kind of work to choose. 
4 . It 's probably just as easy to be successful i n one 
occupation as it is in another . 
5. In order to choose a job, you need to know what kind of 
person you are . 
6 . It doesn ' t matter which job you choose as long 
as it pays well. 
7. I plan to follow the line of work my parents suggest. 
8. As long as I can remember , I ' ve known what kind of work 
I want to do . 
9 . You should decide for yourself what kind of work to do . 
10 . I don ' t know how to go about getting into the kind of 
work I want to do . 
11. Work is worthwhile mainly because it lets you buy the 
things you wan t. 
12. I know very little about the requirements of jobs . 
13 . When choosing an occupation, you should consider several 
differen t jobs . 
14. If you have some doubts abou t what you wan t to do , ask 
your parents or friends for advice and suggestions . 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
I ') . I orten f eel that there is a real difference between 
wha t I am and wha t I wan t to be in my occupa t lon . 
16 . There are s o many things to consider I n choosing an 
occupation , it is hard to make a decis ion . 
17. You should choose an occupation which gives you a 
chance to help others . 
18. The best thing to do is to tryout several jobs, and 
then choose the one you like tile best. 
19 . There is no point decid i ng on a job when the future is 
so uncertain. 
20 . Working is much like going to school . 
21 . There is only one occupation for each person . 
22. Your parents probably know better than anyone else 
which occupation you should enter . 
23. I want to r eally accomplish something in my wor k - to 
make a great discovery or earn a lo t of money or help 
a great number of people. 
24. When it comes to chOOSing a job, I'll make up my own 
mind. 
25. I don ' t know that course I should take in schOOl . 
26. The greatest appeal in a job to me is the opportunity 
it provides for getting ahead . 
27 . I can ' t understand how some people can be so certain 
about what they want to do . 
28. I spend a lot of time wishing I could do work I know I 
can never do. 
29 . Work is dull and unpleasant . 
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30. Sometimes you have to take a job that is not your first 
choice . 
31 . I keep changing my occupational choice. 
32. Once you choose a job, you can ' t choose another one . 
33. As far as choos ing an occupation lS concerned , something 
will come along sooner or later. 
34 . I'm not gOlng to worry about choosing an occupation 
until I'm out of schOOl. 
3:; . You can do any kind of work you wan t to do as long as 
you try hard. 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T F 
T F 
T P 
T F 
T F 
T P 
T F 
T P 
T F 
T P 
36 . You get intu 3.n occupation mostly by chance . 
37 . You can't go very wrong by following your paren t ' s 
advice about which job to choose . 
38 . Whether you are interested in a particular kind of work 
is not as important as whether you can do Lt . 
39 . Choosing an occupation is somethi~g you have to do on 
your own. 
40 . I seldom think about the job I want to enter . 
41. By the time you are 15 , you should have your mind pretty 
well made up about the occupation you intend to enter . 
42. I have li tt le or no idea of what working will be like. 
43. I keep wondering about how I can reconcile the kind of 
person I am with the kind of person I want to be i n my 
future occupation . 
44. I would like to rely on someone else to choose an 
occupation for me . 
45. I ' d rather not work than take a job I don't like . 
46. I'd rather work than play. 
47 . I guess everybody has to go to work sooner or later , 
but I don ' t look forward to it. 
48. I don't know whether my fu ture occupation will allow me 
to be the kind of person I want to be. 
49. It's who you know, not what you know, that's important 
in a job. 
50. Your job is important because it determines how much you 
can earn. 
51 . You shouldn't worry about choosing a job since you don ' t 
have anything to say about it anyway. 
52. I don ' t want my parents to tell me which occupation I 
should choose . 
53 . You almost always have to settle for a job that's less 
than you had hoped for . 
S4. If someone would tell me which occupation to enter, I 
would feel much better . 
55 . I am having difficul t y In preparing mysel f f or the work 
I want to do. 
)6 . I can ' t seem to become very concerned about my future 
occupation . 
T r: 
T P 
'T F 
'T P 
'T P 
'T P 
'T P 
'T P 
'T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
T P 
'T P 
T P 
T F 
'T F 
T F 
'T F' 
T F 
'T F' 
",'/ . I r," dll ~' ,.' ,.il' , t. fi. nd any worL that has much appeal to me . T F 
') 8 . I ' m not gO'Ikj to give up anything to get the job I want . T F 
59 . Knowing Wh d1 jobs are open is more impor tant than knowi n g 
what you ar,' good at when you choose an occupation . T r 
60 . The job 1 choose has to glve me plen ty of freedom to do 
wha t I want. '1' P 
61 . I don ' t knuw whether my occupational plans are realistic . T P 
62 . When trying to make an occupational choice, I wish that 
someone Jlou Jd tell me what to do . T F 
63 . I have so many i nterests i t ' s hard to choose anyone 
occupat i on . T P 
64 . You snould choose a job i n wh i ch you can someday become 
facous . T P 
65. You s hould choose a job that allows you to do exactly 
what you wan t to do . T P 
66 . Entel'in g on e job is about the same as entering another. T P 
67 . parents can usually choose the most appropriate jobs for 
their ch i ldren. T F 
68 . You should choose an occupation, and then plan how to 
en ter it . T F 
69. I feel that I should do what my parents want me to do. T F 
70 . Making an occupational decision confuses me becaus e I 
don ' t feel that I know enough about myself or the world 
of work . T F 
71 . When I am trying to s tudy , I often fi nd myself day-
dreaming about what i t will be like when I start working. T r 
72. I t' s hard to imagine myself in any occupation. T F 
73 . I feel that my occupational goalS are so h i gh that I' ll 
never be ab le to attain them . T F 
74 . The most important part of work i s the pleasure which 
comes from doin g it. T F 
75 . There may not be any openings for the job I want most . T P 
APP8NDIX 13 
1 F 26 F 51 F' 
2 F 27 F 52 T 
3 F 28 F 53 T 
4 F :29 F 54 F 
5 T 30 T 55 F 
6 F 31 F 56 F 
7 F 32 F 57 F 
8 F 33 F 58 F 
9 T 34 F 59 T 
10 F 35 F 60 F 
11 F 36 F 61 F 
1 2 F 37 F 62 F 
13 T 38 T 63 F 
14 T 39 T 64 F 
15 F 40 F 65 F 
16 F 41 F 66 F 
17 F 42 F 67 F 
1 8 F 43 F 68 T 
19 F 44 F 69 F 
20 F 45 F 70 F 
21 F 46 T 71 F 
22 F 47 F 72 F 
23 F 48 F 73 F 
24 T 49 F 74 T 
25 F 50 F 75 T 
An s wer Ke:r , Career Hatur ity Inventory - Attitude Scale , Counsellln g 
Form B-1 (McGraw- Hi 11, Non terey , 197 8) 
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APPENDIX C 
TO'l'f..L NO 
OF ITEIIS 
SCREENING F'ORM A- 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 
(TOTAL SCORE) 1 1 12 14 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 40 )0 
41 42 47 49 50 51 55 
57 59 60 64 65 68 71 
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DECISIVENESS 1 3 16 18 31 33 46 48 61 63 10 
INVOLVEIlENT 4 6 19 21 34 36 49 51 64 66 10 
INDEPENDENCE 7 9 22 24 37 39 52 54 67 69 10 
ORIENTATION 10 12 25 27 40 42 55 57 70 72 10 
COMPROHISE 13 1 5 28 30 43 58 73 7 
Classification of items in the Attitude Scale , Counselling F'orm B-1 
(Crites, 1978; p.26). 
